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With anynode Release 4.2,
we proudly announce a bunch
of new features and improvements
Just five months after we introduced the major release 4.0,
customers get the benefit of one of our
most significant updates in the history of our product.

MULTIPLE EVENT
NOTIFICATIONS
ANYNODE SBC.COM

with more and more services running in the cloud,
monitoring becomes more important than ever
Therefore anynode provides a new monitoring feature that adds
multiple Event Transport protocols, including SMTP, SQL, and REST support.

benefits

MULTIPLE EVENT NOTIFICATIONS
ANYNODE EVENT LIST
WINDOWS EVENT LOG
SIMPLE NETWORK MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL
EVENT
TRANSPORT

ANYNODE

WINDOWS MANAGEMENT INSTRUMENTATION
SIMPLE MAIL TRANSFER PROTOCOL
REST / HTTP
SYSLOG
SQL SERVER

MULTIPLE EVENT NOTIFICATIONS / POWER APPS

E-MAIL

+ eight different ways of notification options
+ multiple Notifications

Since the beginning, anynode supports the classic monitoring protocols like SNMP and WMI to send notifications to
monitoring software like Nagios, PRTG Network monitor, or
other monitoring tools.
The Windows Event Log or the standard Syslog on Linux OS is
also available. These common ways to monitor your communication equipment mostly need your proactive login.
With the latest release of anynode, we introduce the option
to add multiple Event Transport protocols, including the
SMTP, SQL, and REST support.
Think about a chat message into a Microsoft Teams channel
of the System Administration team with details about a lost
connection to your local SIP provider. Or send an e-mail to
your ticket system when a certificate within anynode expires
in a couple days.

PSTN
ANYNODE

+ integration of Power Apps

MICROSOFT TEAMS
DIRECT ROUTING

TEAMS CLIENT

The integration in Power Apps gives customers the best way to
integrate monitoring in their existing Microsoft 365 workflows.

MICROSOFT
TEAMS SBA
ANYNODE SBC.COM

Prepare your telephony system against Cloud outages
and keep the voice connectivity available!
With anynode and the Survivable Branch Appliance, it is now possible to make voice calls
to external or internal phone numbers even when the connection to the Microsoft Teams Cloud is lost.

benefits

MICROSOFT TEAMS SURVIVABLE BRANCH APPLIANCE (SBA)

+ works with Teams Offline Mode
+ runs on SBC platform (Windows)
+ Teams WAN outage is survivable, and PSTN calling is available

VOIP PROVIDER

CALL

ANYNODE
CONFIGURATION
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TEAMS CLIENT

CALL

SIP OPTIONS PACKETS

SBA

PSTN

With anynode SBC and the Survivable Branch Appliance, you
can prepare your telephony system against Cloud outages
and keep the voice connectivity available.
The SBA is an additional Windows application that comes
automatically with every Windows-based anynode deployment as a service. It ensures to make voice calls to external
or internal phone numbers even when the connection to the
Microsoft Teams Cloud service is lost.
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REGISTRATION
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USER DATA IMPORT
CALL

A notification in Teams client will show the limitation of available services to communicate with other users. Only PSTN
calling will be available for users enabled for SBA services.

MICROSOFT TEAMS SURVIVABLE BRANCH APPLIANCE - EXTERNAL CALL
MICROSOFT TEAMS SURVIVABLE BRANCH APPLIANCE - INTERNAL CALL
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Microsoft Teams users can get an individual configuration of
specific SBA deployments when multiple SBCs in customer
infrastructure are available.

E911 EMERGENCY CALL
CERTIFICATION
ANYNODE SBC.COM

anynode is OFFICIALLY certified
for emergency calling in the United States
Dynamic emergency calling for Microsoft Calling Plans and Phone System Direct Routing provides the capability
to configure and route emergency calls and notify security personnel based on the current location of the Teams client.

Benefits
+ certified with RedSky, Intrado, and Bandwith
+ priority routing for emergency calls
+ extended location data transfer
+ meets Kari’s Law requirements

E911 EMERGENCY CALL

anynode officially got the certification for Microsoft Teams
Direct Routing with Emergency Calling.
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In many companies, emergency calling is not on top of their
Microsoft Teams deployment todo list. Increasingly remote,
distributed, and mobile workforces make moving your onprem equipment to a cloud-based platform like Teams much
more complicated. Phones are no longer dedicated to a specific location and user moving around in different buildings.
Microsoft Teams offers a concept to add civic addresses to
different types of endpoints in your network infrastructure.
This location information can be transferred to anynode to
transfer your call to your next PSAP.

REST

EMERGENCY
ROUTING SERVICE
REDSKY / INTRADO / BANDWITH

911 PSAP

NOTIFICATION

PUBLIC SAFETY ANSWERING POINT

In case your SIP trunk is already busy with other callers,
anynode will drop a call and clear the path for your emergency concern.

online training
ANYNODE SBC.COM
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REST API
& POWERSHELL
ANYNODE SBC.COM

New configuration commands
With anynode 4.2. we added a lot of new commands to our REST API and the PowerShell library.

benefits

REST API / SCRIPTING

+ remote control with REST, PowerShell, and Bash
+ integration of anynode in customer’s software
+ sample scripts available

BASH

SOFTWARE

< SCRIPT/ >
DATABASE

ANYNODE
POWERSHELL

REST API / SAMPLE SCRIPTS

FORM

CREATE TEAMS CONFIGURATIONS
EXPORT / IMPORT NODES

< SCRIPT/ >

DOWNLOAD MEDIA RECORDINGS
ADD TRANSPORT CONNECTIONS
CHECK IF A USER IS SUCCESSFULLY REGISTERED

With REST API and PowerShell scripts, anynode configurations can be created, controlled, and edited in detail, automatically and remotely.
Since our first release with a small set of commands, we added more flexibility to our REST API and the PowerShell library.
User Management and certificate handling is now easier.
You asked, we deliver – sample scripts for everyday tasks now
integrated with every anynode installation. Check our latest
documentation in our community for more details. Members
of our growing Linux community also get all scripts for Bash.
For better monitoring, we have more statistical data available.
Customers can poll data to show the values in their company
dashboards.

SUPERVISION
ANYNODE SBC.COM

Third-party integration for routing
and manipulation changes
With the Supervision Routing, anynode gives an option to make routing and manipulations changes
based on third party sources like customer databases or other applications.

benefits

SUPERVISION MANIPULATE DESTINATION

+ external Routing decisions
+ call notifications to third-party endpoints
+ integration of Power Apps

PBX
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CALL

TEAMS CLIENT

ANYNODE

With the Supervision Routing, anynode gives an option to
make routing and manipulations changes based on third
party sources like customer databases or other applications.
The Supervision routing engine supports with anynode 4.2
more manipulation options.

CRM
DATABASE

DESTINATION NAME
DESTINATION NUMBER

What are the typical scenarios for Supervision?
• CRM integration
Send a request to your CRM before routing and manipulate Destination Number, Display Name, or other details to select the associated
agent (user) for the call.

SUPERVISION POWER AUTOMATE / COLLECT CDR DATA
SUPERVISION POWER AUTOMATE / WRITE EMERGENCY REPORT
PSTN

• Collect CDR Data
Use Power Automate to collect the session details in an Excel
spreadsheet after each call.
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• Send an Emergency Notification
Use the filter option and send a notification to Teams users or channels when somebody dials an emergency number. This feature is a
simple add-on to notify more people in case of an emergency.

LDAP BASED USER
& GROUP MANAGEMENT
ANYNODE SBC.COM

Single point of user administration
with anynode’s LDAP connector
To make the admin's life a little bit easier, we added the ability to access the Active Directory
via an LDAP connection to allow Domain users to use their existing credentials to log into anynode.

benefits

USER MANAGEMENT / ACTIVE DIRECTORY

+ single point of user administration
+ roll-based user management
FRONTEND

REST / HTTP

ANYNODE USER &
GROUP MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATION

MONITORING

+ Active Directory connection

User management is always a pain point in daily administration work. Who can remember all the usernames and passwords we put into all the different infrastructure components.

ANYNODE
ADMINISTRATION & MONITORING

LDAP

USER

To make the admin's life a little bit easier, we added the ability to access the Active Directory via an LDAP connection to allow Domain users to use their existing credentials to log into
anynode.

ADMINISTRATION

GROUP 1
MONITORING

anynode allows you to work with multiple directory services
at the same time. An admin can use a local login while monitoring and reporting authenticate thru the Active Directory.

GROUP 2

60-day-trial
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ANYNODE SBC

FULL FEATURED
SBC LICENSE + FREE SUPPORT

CALL HISTORY
ANYNODE SBC.COM

Writing the Call History
in an external database
Specially designed for multiple anynode instances,
we provide different connectors to write the call history in an external database.

CALL HISTORY / EXTERNAL DATABASE / HA-VERSION WITH 2 SBCS

benefits
+ connector to PostgreSQL, MariaDB, and MS SQL
+ collects data from different anynode SBCs

PBX

PSTN

+ integration into billing software

CALL

TEAMS CLIENT

ANYNODE

A setup with multiple instances becomes more and more
familiar with the customer’s installation of SBCs.

CALL HISTORY

When serving various customers on numerous SBCs in a
Multi-Tenancy environment, the call history must be in one
place to track the customer’s total call consumption.

CALL HISTORY

DATABASE

With the connector to PostgreSQL, MariaDB, and MS SQL, the
data can be stored in one database, and standard tools for
analyzing this data can be used.

CALL HISTORY / EXTERNAL DATABASE

Configuration works out of the box. anynode creates all necessary database and table entries after a basic set up of the
connection.

CALL HISTORY / LOAD BALANCING
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ANYNODE
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For enterprise deployments, we added an option for performance optimization.

TRACE ANALYZER
ANYNODE SBC.COM

Sometimes an admin
needs a helping hand!
New options and optimization on our multi-tool makes the support faster.

benefits
+ all tracing actions available in frontend
+ enhanced and new messages for analyzing
+ optimized performance

Dealing with issues in the network infrastructure is unavoidable today. Software gets more complex, and incidents can
happen. anynode’s Trace Analyzer is the first line worker to
find a solution.
When anynode works in a distributed scenario with different
networks, user rights, and firewalls rules, a single point of
administration sometimes needs a more in-depth investigation in case something went wrong. To activate a Trace for the
anynode’s frontend, you do not need to edit any config files.
The activation is next to the standard tracing options of the
SIP communication. Optimizations in the display of SIP messages and performance makes it easier to identify issues.
Or you are looking for the reason why the anynode monitoring service do not send any SNMP packets to the companies
system monitoring. Activate the anynode monitor trace easily
out of the frontend.

BECOME AN ANYNODE-PRO
AND JOIN THE -TEAM

partner-program
ANYNODE SBC.COM

ANYNODE SBC

BUILT-IN
PROVISIONING SERVER
ANYNODE SBC.COM

deployment
on autopilot
Configuring and deploying many devices like SIP Phones in a company infrastructure can consume a lot of time.
With anynode’s built-in Provisioning server, you can perform these tasks smoothly.

benefits

BUILT-IN PROVISIONING SERVER / PHONE CONFIGURATION

+ fast and easy deployment of SIP devices
+ Zero Touch Configuration via multicast or DHCP options
+ encrypted deployment process by default based on vendor certificates

IP PHONE / DECT STATIONS

MAC ADRESS

1

2

REGISTER MAC ADDRESSES

CONFIGURATION REQUEST

ANYNODE

PHONE CONFIGURATION

The anynode server receives requests for configuration information from devices during the boot process. anynode´s provisioning feature is used to assign configuration to all types of
SIP devices, including phones, ATAs, and DECT devices.
With our built-in Provisioning Server it’s possible to do “Zero
Touch Configuration” in small network scenarios via multicast
and for larger networks with multiple subnets via DHCP options. Just use the MAC-Adress of the device, choose the eligible
configuration option and everything else will go on autopilot.
It’s important to mention that the provisioning process works
fully encrypted by default based on the specific vendor’s certificates.
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certified for Ms teams direct routing
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MASTER/CLIENT
REPLICATION
ANYNODE SBC.COM

Stop the
double trouble!
Master/client replication is a process that enables data from one anynode server (the master)
to be copied automatically to one or more anynode servers (the clients).

benefits

MASTER/CLIENT REPLICATION

+ configuration automatically available on all instances
+ great for hosting scenarios
+ easy set up of new client anynodes

REPLICATION STREAM

ANYNODE

CLIENT 1

Master/client replication is usually used to spread read access on multiple servers for scalability.

READ/WRITE

ANYNODE

MASTER

However, it can also be used for other purposes, such as for
failover or analyzing data on the client in order not to overload the master.

REPLICATION STREAM

As the master-client replication is a one-way replication
(from master to client), only the master anynode is used
for the write operations, while the read operations may be
spread on multiple client anynode instances.

ANYNODE

CLIENT 2

subscription license
ANYNODE SBC.COM

ANYNODE SBC

STAY UP-TO-DATE WITH THE INSTANT ACCESS
TO THE LATEST VERSIONS, UPDATES, AND IMPROVEMENTS

NEW
ROUTING OPTIONS
ANYNODE SBC.COM

You feel better when you know
the call reaches the right destination
We added more options to route the call to the final destination.

benefits
+ more manipulation dial strings available
+ sample application for Supervision available
+ new SIP Domain filter

SUPERVISION MANIPULATE DESTINATION
The call routing is a crucial feature to decide to get the call
to the right person without an additional call transfer.
Today this is more complex as it was years ago. We have CRM
databases, old phone numbers, and many locations, served
from a single point.

PBX

PSTN
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TEAMS CLIENT

ANYNODE

CRM
DATABASE

Within the routing, we can now change more details of the
call as before. Manipulation of different dial strings can help
to show who is calling or change the destination number to
send the caller to the right agent.
If these changes do not meet your requirements, you can
use the Supervision feature to design your routing engine.
We have a sample application available to show you the best
practice of an external routing engine integration. A new
SIP Domain filter now allows different configurations on the
same port.

DESTINATION NAME
DESTINATION NUMBER

software upgrade service
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NEW MEDIA
RECORDING ADD-ON
ANYNODE SBC.COM

Today, compliance recording
is a must-have in voice communication
In addition to simple file recording, anynode supports a call forking to many recording solutions.

benefits

MEDIA RECORDING / CALL FORKING

+ local media file recording
+ compliance Recording platform support
+ simple configuration

USER

PSTN

CALL

ANYNODE

2ND CALL LEG

MEDIA RECORDING / FILE RECORDER

PBX

PSTN

CALL

TEAMS CLIENT

ANYNODE

MEDIA STREAM

REST

FILE
STORAGE

CALL DETAILS

RECORDING
SOLUTION

In many business departments, voice calls must be recorded
on file to meet company or law compliance rules. Customers
have different options to integrate recording in their workflows.
anynode supports two types of recording. Occasional recording where the calls do not need any retouching work like
search or captioning, can use the easy file recording. Call details and media files are available thru the REST interface.
When companies need to fulfill legal regulations and compliance guidelines or handling huge amounts of data, the integration of third party call recording solutions via call forking
is the best way.
An optional announcement before the connection of both
audio streams happens will ensure the call is not recorded
without permission. Many configuration options make the
connection implementation flexible and fast.

EXTENSION OF AZURE
DIAL-STRING-DIRECTORIES
ANYNODE SBC.COM

Make your SBC
a bit smarter
Connect the Microsoft cloud with anynode and route calls based on current activities.

benefits
+ many filter options
+ better testing and more diagnostic data
+ cache status on the Dashboard

EXTENSION OF AZURE DIAL STRING DIRECTORIES
Static directories are an easy way to route calls to different
groups of users. When the user is not available because of
vacation or illness, you have to manually manipulate your
routing tables.

PSTN
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ANYNODE

TEAMS CLIENT

GRAPH API SYNC

With the Microsoft Graph API, anynode can get the latest status out of the cloud. To keep the security on a high level, the
set up needs more attention than in a local network. We added a better test feature and more diagnostics on the configuration assistant.
After the initial set up, anynode can pull data based on filters out of the Azure Active Directory and add the results to
an anynode Dial-String Directory. Filters are flexible in finding
users, groups, necessary licenses, and even presence information. The latest data is cached in case the Azure cloud did
not return the request in time.

AZURE
DIAL STRING DIRECTORY

azure marketplace
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READY-TO-GO
CLOUD HARDWARE

SECURITY
ENHANCEMENTS

You’re probably no stranger to those little pop-up windows. They tell you software updates are available for your computer, laptop, tablet, or mobile device.
You might be tempted to click on that “Remind me later” button. Don’t do it.
Or, at least don’t put off updating your software for long.
anynode uses – as many other devices – third-party libraries to meet the best
interop between different devices.

ANYNODE SBC.COM

Perfect samples are OpenSSL and the OpenJDK libraries. Because of the wide
distribution included in many products, people find security issues more often
than included in niche products.

Keep your device security
always up to date!

We regularly update these libraries to the latest release to ensure
we do not distribute software with well-known security flaws.
In the anynode frontend, we also do additional checks
to prevent misconfiguration and overflow issues in edit fields.

There are many reasons why general software updates
and patches are essential.

join our community
ANYNODE SBC.COM
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... AND GET ALL THE UPDATES,
INFOS, TECHNOTES, AND DOCUMENTATIONS ...

Call History Export
A more detailed description of errors helps to find the reason for issues during
the export. In case of calls with a media recording, a new value with the recording result is available.
Filter Option in Lists
Most of the lists in the anynode frontend have a simple filter box top right on
the list. Enter a keyword or number to see only
the entries containing this keyword.
anynode name
When working with multiple anynode instances in one browser, it was not easy
to identify the location. Now you can enter a unique name to every anynode and
see this information directly in the tab of the browser.
Additional Help Texts
anynode offers many configuration options on most features. Sometimes these
options are not self-explaining and need some details. We started to add detailed help texts on most parts to get a better idea of what choice is best for
your scenario. You will find a small icon with a question mark next to the text.
User-configurable Session Timeout
Many companies have strict policies for security equipment. Users need to log
out of a console after a defined time of inactivity. Every user can set up a timeout between 10 to 60 minutes before automatic log out.
Optimized Teams Assistant
Changes in the default configuration for Microsoft Teams to meet the ideal set
up for Microsoft Teams Direct Routing and the latest features.

USABILITY
IMPROVEMENTS
ANYNODE SBC.COM

Sometimes the small things can help
to make your work easier
We always add simple extensions to get
a better user experience when working with anynode.

NEW OPTIMIZED
SIP PROVIDER & PROFILES

The following list shows some providers we worked on since the last release.
From time to time, SIP Providers change the best practice
to make a change in our templates necessary.
autphone aut-trunk - Produkte - autphone o

ANYNODE SBC.COM

gnTel SIP-Trunk - SIP Trunk | (gntel.de) o
Versatel 1&1 Voice Business NGN o
Microsoft Teams Direct Routing Profiles o

Provider templates in anynode
makes the installation a piece of cake

RedSky (E911 Solution Provider) o
Intrado (E911 Solution Provider) o
Bandwith (E911 Solution Provider) o
Deutsche Telekom CompanyFlex SIP-Trunk (1TR119) o
Deutsche Telekom DeutschlandLAN SIP-Trunk (1TR118) o

Since day one of anynode, we help customers to simplify
the configuration to SIP Providers and PBXs.

Deutsche Telekom DeutschlandLAN Cloud PBX (secure) o

FIND US ON THE INTERNET
AND GET THE LATEST NEWS, AND DOCUMENTATIONS
ANYNODE SBC.COM

10 SESSIONS
CONFIG WIZARD
FREE SUPPORT

FULL FEATURED
SBC LICENSE

become an anynode pro

... and join the -team!

extensive online workshops for

+ it-professionals
+ administrators
+ resellers
+ or system vendors
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